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Core Curriculum Suggestions for Grade 5
Important Note: For supplemental curriculum, please go to this blog post and search by the subject area(s)
that you are interested in from that link to see what resources we have enjoyed using in our family.
Full Disclosure: Most links below lead to our Peppermint Stick Learning Company website but the rest of the links are NOT affiliate links.

Art: Multi-grade Art Projects (e-book) OR Art for Grades 1 to 8 with Pencil Points (paper version only)
Writing: Writing Stories, Letters, Reports, Essays, and Speeches (e-book) – designed for grades 4/5-12. Our
resource for writing poetry is Songs, Riddles, and Poetry – designed for elementary and secondary levels.

Math: Prism Math Yellow (McGraw-Hill, Canadian – if available; it is “out-of-print” and on short supply at
our supplier’s) OR Math Mammoth grade 5 (we’ve discontinued it but it is available in paper or electronic
versions through that author’s website); Optional reference book but very nice: Math at Hand Handbook
($59.99) (published by Nelson, Canadian version; we may still have some in-stock but it is out-of-print). (There
are topical clearance reproducible books in the math section of our shop too which would be a grade 5 level.)

Reading and Literature Bundles: Choose from a grades 4-5 bundle and/or a pre-teen bundle,
depending on interest or reading level. Read and discuss the books together and summarize various things
through small projects and reports. Our reading comprehension curriculum has not been published for this
level yet. One favourite resource that is very good for comprehension skills is Test-taking Strategies by
Remedia Publications. We also offer readers: Wide Open Windows (Cdn) and the Alice and Jerry series (USA).

Spelling, Grammar – Language Arts: not published yet for this level. We might have very good
language arts/writing handbooks left in-stock (a discontinued/out-of-print Canadian series which is excellent).
The one for grades 4-5 is called Write on Track. The one for grades 5/6 to grade 8 is called “Write Source 2000”
or “Writers Express”. They did have grammar consumable workbooks too which we used to carry (but now are
out-of-print. There might be a copy or so left in-stock. That is full-year curriculum and not as cheap as simple
review-type books.) Working With Syllables is also a possible small, simple unit study applicable for this grade.

History: We offer outlined studies (project-based/notebook-based) for both Canadian and World History,
designed for the levels of grades 5-8. Look at Ancient Civilizations Lesson Outlines (1st or 2nd editions) and
Organizing Canadian History: Help for Grades 5-8+. We also offer a reference/textbook (junior elementary
level) within our World History Bundle for studying the periods of the Dark Ages/Middle Ages/Renaissance
(European History) called Story of the Middle Ages.
Pioneer Studies: If interested or if not studied yet in grades 3/4, there is also Pioneer Life in Upper Canada:
Scrapbook-Style Curriculum Designed for Primary/Junior Levels.
Bible History: We also offer a poster/colouring page type resource called Pictorial Bible History.
We have not published a resource specifically for the topics of Indigenous history or European explorers. If one
is interested in a unit study approach from a Christian perspective, Gather ‘Round Homeschool (another
Canadian curriculum company) has produced one on Indigenous People in the spring of 2020. There are other
places to find Canadian history for homeschooling too such as Northwoods Press (Donna Ward’s website).
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Geography: Apple Press Map Skills Books are excellent! They feature Canadian geography (although also
have one focusing on world geography too). We also have a short curriculum to teach map
drawing/labelling/reading skills called Making Maps of Canada.
For world geography, we offer a resource designed for grade 2 but could be used up to about a grade 6 level
called Our Big World and People. For Canadian geography, we have curriculum designed for grades 3/4 called
Canadian Communities.
(There are another two (2) resources planned for geography for grades 5-10 but they are not published
yet. One would present North American and British Geography. The other focuses on helping to
outline Canadian Geography, similar to the history resource.)

Government & Society: Family, Government, and Society is designed for grades 5+. (The other
resource mentioned on our planning guide here has not been published yet. It combines some geography with
trade relations topics.)

French: Mission Monde 2 is the core FSL program we offer for grade 5.
Science: Often homeschooling families choose their own topics for science based on a variety of reasons
such as being able to coordinate multi-grades. We offer some suggestions in the link(s) provided in this blog
post link(s) as well as some literature bundles for a variety of science topics in our online shop here. We have
not published core curriculum for science beyond grade 3 yet. But we do give suggestions on the blog.
If you are looking for the topics a grade 5 student would normally study in a public-school system in Canada,
you can look at your province’s (or territory) Ministry of Education website to see their standards. I
summarized the one for Ontario in 2014 and you can see it at this link on page 3. (I also copied that part of that
page on the next page.)

I hope this helps you in your planning!

-

Joy Delmore
Peppermint Stick Learning Company Inc.
As of May 2020

P.S. See also the links on this page for planning help. Many of our blog posts from 2019-2020 also discuss
homeschool planning and management topics.
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